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Recently DDC performed an
engine teardown of one of 
the first On-Highway Certified 
2002 EGR Series 60 engines. 
The components shown on the
following pages were taken from
an engine with 250,950 miles.

DDC engineers wanted to test
and review components from 
an engine that was in regular
service. After review, DDC 
engineers calculated that the
engine could’ve gone another
500,000 miles before rebuild. 
The following photographs 
and captions show and explain
the durability and excellent 
engineering that continues to
make DDC Series 60 engines 
the best selling Heavy-Duty 
On-Highway truck engine 
12 years in a row.

Main bearings did their job and show no wear. Upper no load main bearings 
show no wear and lower load bearings look as good. Bearings show minor 
overlay polish.

EGR valve is intact and fully functional. Joint sealing surfaces are in excellent condition. The venturi along
with its associated Delta P sensor measures real time EGR flow. Cooled EGR is transported from the 
cooler to the EGR/fresh air mixer via a stainless steel tube with bellows.

The EGR  cooler cools the EGR before it
is recirculated to the intake manifold. 
This cooler was operational with no loss
in effectiveness when removed.



Exhaust, intake and injector rocker arm bushing and
roller wear was minimal. Typical polish was seen at the
adjusting screw buttons.

Connecting rod bushing machining marks are still
visible indicating minimal wear.

Camshaft looks fantastic. Journals and lobes show only contact path polishing.



Thrust bearings show only polishing
from contact with the crankshaft.

Piston liner shows cross hatch pattern intact.

Piston pin looks like new with only minor polishing. Piston bushings only show typical polishing and have been
eliminated altogether for production engines since start of
production of EGR engines

Rod bearings show only minor 
overlay wear.



Piston ring wear on pre-EGR Series 60 engine was always 
excellent, but EGR Series 60 piston ring wear is even better
because of an improved combustion system.

Piston skirt shows zero wear, looks like new.
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Fire rings are a key component that give an indication of life to overhaul. The red line shows the minimum new part face 
coating thickness. The six fire rings in this engine were measured in five places. The bars represent the wear after 250,000
miles. The bottom of the chart show the “wear through” point. All six rings showed minimal wear and were in like 
new condition. 



Valve seats, stems and guides measured well within new print tolerances. Intake and exhaust valve wear is improved
over pre-EGR engines as a result of material upgrades. Only minor wear and pitting, typically seen on exhaust valves,
was noted. Compression seal markings on the cylinder head indicate solid contact with no leaks.

Cam bearings show minor polishing. New compact gear train shows slight polish indicating
uniform tooth and bushing loading.



Predictions can be made about the life cycle of an engine through the inspection and measurements of components. The 
following charts show the measurements of the exhaust valves stem diameter. The double red lines on each chart show 
the new part upper and lower print limits. After 250,000 miles, the valves were well within the new part dimensional limits 
indicating the engine has many more miles of useful life.

Worn intake valve stem and guide increase oil consumption and particulate matter. These components were well within the
new part print limit. Exhaust valve stem wear gives an indication of when valves would need to be lashed at tune-up,
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Main journals and rod journals 
had immeasurable wear only 
polish marks.

Head gasket is like new. No coolant, oil, or compression leaks. Fuel injector nozzle tip
showed very little carbon
build-up


